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THE APAC BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATION
YEAR IN REVIEW
It’s almost that time again and we’re pretty excited here
at SSON to launch Shared Services and Outsourcing
Week Australasia 2014, set to be held in Melbourne on
11-13 June.
It’s been a big year; so much has happened that we
couldn’t possibly ignore, as it’s changing the shape of
business across Australasia (and beyond).
To summarise some of the biggest business
transformation events, trends, news, statistics, tips and
achievements of the past year, I’ve put together this A-Z
guide. I’m looking forward to hearing exactly how some
of these big moves are impacting your organisation and
hope to see you at SSO Week 2014!

Alex Holderness
SSON
November 2013
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AUSTRALIAN TAX OFFICE
Justin Untersteiner, Assistant Commissioner from the Australian Taxation
Office (ATO) is someone who knows what he’s talking about when it comes to
shared services and outsourcing, and seemed like the perfect place to start
this journey.
The ATO is pretty mature when it comes to outsourcing models; they’ve
outsourced a range of different services from IT infrastructure through to
service delivery functions. I caught up with Justin earlier in the year, when he
shared his top four considerations when thinking about outsourcing:

1. Know your environment:
There isn’t a one size fits all solution, outsourcing isn’t something that 		
works or doesn’t work, it’s very dependent on the exact environment 		
you’re in at that point in time. Consider your economic and political 		
factors, the technology available and recent innovations, but fundamentally
look at your core business and identify if a particular function you’re 		
providing is part of that core business.

2. Consider your capital investments:
Take a look at what your other capital investments are; it can require a 		
substantial investment to maintain some of your infrastructure. As part
of your cost analysis, when you’re starting to look at outsourcing, 		
understand whether it’s capital you really want to re-invest.

3. Understand your peak periods:
You can have really strong capability within an organisation but you need to
recognise that you have peaks and troughs. Take these things into 		
consideration when deciding to outsource. You can look at how you 		
manage those peaks to avoid on-going indirect costs that sit behind those
peak periods.

4. Ask the right vendor projects:
There is a trap people fall into quite often, which is going out there and 		
just looking for the cheapest option. That can lead to all sorts of issues in
terms of delivering your business outcomes, as well as cost leakage. It’s 		
about recognising that value for money is certainly not just about cost.

SSO Week 2014 Speaker Alert!
We’ll hear from the ATO’s chief financial officer, Frances Cawthra, during
a CFO panel session on transforming the back office.
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BRAMBLES AND PERPETUAL
News in June:
Brambles and Perpetual announced they were sending finance back-office
jobs offshore in order to improve access to technology and cut costs, as
businesses continued to struggle with Australia’s high cost base.
Brambles will move about 15 per cent of its 1000-strong finance staff to
outsourcer Genpact by the end of the year.
Perpetual is preparing to offshore about 85 finance and HR roles to Indian
companies. The funds management group is cutting costs and outsourced
120 technology functions to Fujitsu early in 2013.
SOURCE:

C}

COCA COLA
News in October:
Coca Cola Amatil are looking to focus less on the hardware and more on the
functionality of applications to deliver insights more easily and more cost
effectively than the traditional data centre approach.
The beverage firm has been undertaking a major IT transformation project in
Asia Pacific for the nearly five years.
It has implemented a range of SAP-based systems to obtain what chief
information officer Warwick Hutton describes as "real-time visibility" of its
operations, including inventory and logistics. It can now integrate data from
myriad sources, including from 10,000 3G-connected vending machines, in
a way that makes it useful, such as enabling sales reps to tailor offers and
seasonal stock discounts to customers on the spot.
SOURCE:
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DISNEY
News in October:
Walt Disney Co announced plans to open its first China store in Shanghai,
expected to be its largest ever, underscoring the need to cater to the nation’s
growing middle class.
The 53,000 square feet Disney Store, expected to open in early 2015, will be
located in Shanghai’s financial hub and will have retail space and a Disneythemed outdoor plaza area.
“China’s flagship Disney Store will feature the largest and most diverse
collection of Disney products by local and international designers,” Stanley
Cheung, executive vice president and managing director, the Walt Disney
Company, Greater China said.

SSON Insights:
SSON spoke to Jeff Valentino, Manager, Continuous Improvement &
Strategy Analysis at Disney earlier this year:
“Over the past eight years, the Accounts Payable organisation has replaced
non-value added transactional tasks with self-service internet portals,
e-invoicing, EDI and Perceptive Intelligent Capture powered by Brainware.
These technology solutions have resulted in a 50% decrease in Accounts
Payable supporting headcount while improving invoice paid on time metrics
from 67% to 95% and increasing the number of invoices processed per full
time employee from 38k to 83k annually. The Walt Disney Shared Service
Accounts Payable organisation currently processes over 5M invoices or $18B
in disbursements on an annual basis with only 53 full time employees.”

E}

ENVIRONMENT AGENCY
International news:
The Environment Agency are just one of the government organisations to have
their back office functions consolidated following a recent announcement from
the Cabinet Office in the UK.
The Cabinet Office is working with Steria to create a joint venture that will
consolidate government back-office functions, in a deal worth up to £1bn.
Steria will take a 75% share and the government 25%. A total of 1200 staff
in government departments were transferred to the new organisation on 1
November 2013.
Shared Services Connected Ltd (SSCL), as the joint venture is known,
will provide shared procurement, finance and HR services to government
customers including Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), Defra, and the
Environment Agency.
SOURCE:
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FRONT OFFICE AND BACK
OFFICE INTEGRATION
Watch this space:
One of the main themes that emerged from speaking to people directly
involved in business transformation throughout the year is the increasing need
to connect the front and back office to deliver next level customer centricity.
Getting rid of silos and integrating processes throughout can accelerate
business performance levels.
Businesses are starting to create strategies that look at exactly how front
office and back office systems and resources can work effectively together. I’ve
no doubt that we’ll continue to see huge challenges around IT, resourcing and
change management as a result.

G}

It’s set to be one of the hot topics during SSO Week 2014, where we’ll discuss
how these challenges can be overcome.

GOVERNMENT
Of course, we can’t talk about what’s impacting businesses without mentioning
the change in Australian Government, as Tony Abbott claimed victory with the
coalition in September’s Federal Election.
Since the election, retail results in particular indicated business are gaining
confidence.
In October, The Dun & Bradstreet National Business Expectations survey
showed 28 per cent of businesses expect to increase profits as the calendar
year nears Christmas. Only 7 per cent forecasted a reduction. The profit
expectation index lifted to 21.1 points, up from 13.2 points in the previous
quarter.
“Despite facing tough trading conditions throughout most of the year,
businesses are indicating that they see some light at the end of the tunnel,”
said Danielle Woods, Director of Corporate Affairs at Dun & Bradstreet.
SOURCE:

The Investor Daily reports Australian businesses have become increasingly
confident about the economy, resulting in a greater demand for business credit,
including debtor finance. Total debtor financing turnover in the June quarter
rose by 5.7 per cent from March to $15.4 billion, according to information
released by the Debtor and Invoice Finance Association (DIFA). This included
an invoice discounting turnover at $14.0 billion and a factoring turnover at $1.4
billion. The value of total commercial loans rose by 9 per cent, according to the
Australian Bureau of Statistics.
SOURCE:
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HR ANALYTICS
HR Analytics is a term that’s generated a lot of buzz over the year and it’s here
to stay. It will lead an exponential change in planning and decision-making.
It will require a shift in attitude and expertise that will support a continued
evolution to gain a competitive advantage.
Staying afloat is not enough anymore. Being agile enough to leverage HR
analytics to lead your organisation through uncharted waters is the new
definition of “sink or swim.”
All HR professionals and business leaders need to know the essentials of
HR analytics and be familiar with various dimensions of data collection,
measurement, and assessment of metrics. These include productivity, time,
cost, dollar savings etc., which are mapped against indices of efficiency and
effectiveness. Here are 10 things you need to know when building an HR
analytics plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

You’ll be faced with some pretty big challenges
Your organisational structure might change
Your assets will be key
Analysis will need to be guided by a conceptual model
Stakeholders will need 100% attention
Data will be your best friend
You’ll have to be strategic
Not all stakeholders will be analytically fluent
You’ll have to take actionable steps
The plan will have to last

SSO Week 2014 Topic Highlight:
Trent Pawsey, Manager, Organisational Effectiveness at National Australia
Bank, will be exploring the use of Big Data to drive predictive analysis of
future and existing staff during the SMAC (Social Media, Analytics and
Cloud) Stream on Day 2.
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IBM
Earlier in the year I caught up with Stephen Abbruzzese, Delivery Project
Executive at IBM, who has been involved in setting up a Service Delivery Centre
in Auckland, located on the campus of, and in collaboration with, the Unitec
Institute of Technology. This model mirrors the heralded IBM/University of
Ballarat model in Australia. He said of the project:
“The program enables students to gain work experience, employment and
career progression with IBM. It is an answer to the concerns that university
students often graduate with very little corporate/business knowledge and
gives them a taste of ‘the real world’. There are certainly wider benefits to the
public and economy. This community-based model is designed to create local
job opportunities for students and graduates and encourage them to stay in
their communities and strengthen local economies. One of the major problems
NZ has is losing talent to Australia and overseas and we hope that this helps to
lessen that flow and help NZ retain some future business stars.
For organisations in New Zealand that don’t want to take their business
offshore, or for Australian organisations who would like to keep operations close
to home, the IBM model provides a happy medium.”

SSO Week 2014 Speaker Alert!
IBM will be once again hosting the closed-door CFO Forum and a plenary
presentation on day 2.

J}
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JOHNSON AND JOHNSON
Sneak peak:
Shared Services and Outsourcing Week always offers insights into some of
the organisations paving the way for transformation success. There’s still
a challenge across APAC to attract and retain talent, in addition to building
a flexible framework and potentially outsourcing some HR functions. As a
result we’re still seeing a drive towards HR transformation programs so
organisations can keep up. This year we’ll hear from Cherrie Porter, Asia
Pacific Program Director Global HR Services, Johnson & Johnson on her Case
Study: Transforming HR and Payroll at Johnson and Johnson. The session
will be give their insights into transitioning from a decentralised set up;,
harmonising policies across the region; setting up shared services; following a
phased approach; and synchronising technology platforms.
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KEEPING YOUR
PROCESSES SIMPLE
With big data causing chaos to many organisations which simply aren’t used
to dealing with it, the focus has shone brightly onto process. Sanjay Patel,
Executive Director of Asia Pacific & Japan Shared Business Services at Merck,
Singapore, told me the key is to keep it simple:
“We have a belief in trying to make processes as simple as possible. With big
data, it can be a result of unwieldy processes. Every process step yields a data
point, and so we have to look at what data we’re getting to see whether what
we’re doing is efficient, or whether we’re approaching a problem in a smart
way. Where we are along this process is that we never stop, in terms of if we
have a problem and if we’re trying to solve a problem, and it’s taking a long
time to get data. If it’s a process or an issue is a repeatable cycle, and the data
that we get is unwieldy in helping close out that process.
Then we have to always go back to the drawing board and see whether this is
holding us up, whether our people, our human capital, are putting any value
add into solving this. The next question then is, for this problem, and for this
process, why do we need the data, why do we need the process, how do we
eliminate waste, do we need to outsource?
Eventually, once we have the time and space to be able to stand, step away
and look at the process, and the data that we use to solve that, or to manage it,
can we automate it?
It’s very important that you continually look at your processes and see if you
can scale them, see why you can’t and where you can eliminate waste. It’s
something that everybody says, but how many of us actually do it?”
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Over the course of 2013, there’s been increasing pressure on local government
to drive cost savings and increase efficiencies across their organisations.
As such, the spotlight has been put on Shared Services. I first came across
local governments sharing services last year after speaking with Kevin Dicks,
Chief Executive of Bromsgrove District and Redditch Borough Council in
England. In 2008, Bromsgrove and Redditch started a 12 month trial to see
what efficiencies could be made through sharing services. Five years later the
majority of services are now being shared.
Here in Australia, state, federal and local government have been striving
towards citizen centric service delivery. Kevin highlighted the importance of
driving the projects from the top during times of economic pressure:
“Austerity measures can actually help as it gives people a focus to make
it work – more so now than ever before. The economic pressure can ease
organisational bureaucracy and break down barriers that may have got in the
way. There’s urgency there.
“You need leadership from the top to actually make shared services happen,
to drive it forward, remove barriers and stop people being organisationally
precious about things. I don’t think in the current economic climate that we’re
facing we can afford to allow those things to get in the way.”

SSO Week 2014 Local Government Insight:
Hear from Donna Galvin, Executive Director at Wellington Blayney
Cabonne (WBC) Alliance, Nick Leaver, Acting Chief Executive Officer at
Council Solutions and Roger Stephan, Chief Executive Officer at Hunter
Councils during SSO Week 2014 about their latest local government
initiatives.
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MALAYSIA
There have definitely been some winners in the increase in outsourcing. One
country reaping the rewards is Malaysia. In October, the Business Times
reported the outsourcing industry in Malaysia is set to double its revenue to
US$3.4 billion in 2017 (from US$1.7 billion last year).
The forecast came from Outsourcing Malaysia (OM) chairman David Wong:
“The outsourcing industry is expected to create an additional 40,000 jobs by
2017, while last year it employed 48,000 people.
“This growth has made Malaysia one of the most attractive countries in
the Asia Pacific region as an outsourcing hub for many local as well as
multinational companies.” Malaysia, Wong said, ranked 32nd worldwide in
infrastructure availability among all outsourcing countries compared to India’s
84th, with the highest scores for connectivity, electricity supply and internet
penetration per population.
Malaysia’s outsourcing industry, despite its success, faces challenges as it
needs manpower with strong talents, knowledge and skills, he said, while
urging local outsourcing players to move away from entry-level outsourcing
into specialised areas to differentiate themselves.
The local outsourcing industry needs to focus more on highly specialised
end-to-end services in niche markets such as financial services, healthcare,
logistics and oil and gas, he said.
SOURCE:
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NSW BUSINESSLINK
Change management and communication still gets voted as one of the biggest
challenges during a business transformation project. The team at NSW
Businesslink certainly know a thing or two about how to get it right; they’ve
won the Customer Oriented Business Model category at the iCMG Enterprise
and IT Architecture – Global Excellence Awards in 2012 and the SSON’s
Excellence in People and Creation 2013 Award. A few things really stood out
from their project which I think gave them the winning edge:
Having a clear focus: The team had a clear focus on what they wanted to
achieve with their people. As can happen with many organisations, employees
previously had no single culture with a disparate group of staff and this was
the key area they wanted to change. They also re-trained the entire leadership
team, designing a 12 month project to re-iterate the core principles of what
leadership was about.
Transparency from the top: Albert Olley, CEO of NSW Businesslink, outlined
the key to driving communication from the top: “Be authentic and be out there
with your people, you can’t do it from behind your desk – get yourself in front of
the staff, they have to believe what you’re saying, you have to be transparent.”
SSO Week 2014 Speaker Alert!
Albert Olley will be presenting a session on ‘Common Pitfalls to Avoid
when Setting up a Shared Service’ during the Planning & Launching
Stream at SSO Week 2014.

O}

OFFSHORING
It’s no surprise it’s been on the rise this year, as outsourcing and offshoring
continues to drive efficiencies at a time when it’s greatly needed. Over 57 per
cent of our 2013 SSO Week audience said they were looking to increase their
use of outsourcing.
In June, ANZ caused a bit of a storm when they announced they were
considering offshoring almost 600 jobs from call centres in Victoria, as part of
a proposal to meet a cost cutting target.
However, in October it was reported that a campaign by workers to save
their jobs forced ANZ to reverse the decision. The bank has since decided to
consolidate its Melbourne offices into one site.
SOURCE:
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PROCTER & GAMBLE
In May, I caught up with Sanjay Singh, CIO APAC at P&G. With all the talk
about big data and analytics, we spoke about what the impacts were going to
be across APAC. He gave his predictions on future trends:
Leveraging data: We’re just at the start and it normally takes about 10 years
before the capability comes in the market and everybody has it figured out.
Devices: How we take computers to mobile devices. The amount of data this
will generate is going to be significantly more – how are we going to walk with
the consumers.
Broadband: It’s going to be everywhere. This will provide access to video
which will revolutionise the way we communicate; face-to-face will make a
comeback. That virtual interaction is going to change business models again.

Q}
BOOK NOW! Call 02 9229 1000

QUEENSLAND CONTESTABILITY
Queensland is on the brink of what could potentially be a complete overhaul in
service delivery within the public sector.
The contestability agenda within the Queensland Government came from the
Commission of Audit report that was made public in late April. There are 155
recommendations in the report, focused on transforming government and its
service delivery.
In October, Mike Burnheim, Assistant Director-General of the Shared Services
Department of Science, Information Technology, Innovation & the Arts gave
me this insight: “It’s a fairly broad agenda for government and it applies to
front-office, as well as back-office. They’re even looking at contestability in
terms of prisons, public transport and a whole range of other frontline service
delivery areas, as well as back-office. It’s a fairly broad ranging challenge to
rethink whether it needs to be in the space of delivering services at all, or
moving back away from that and just enabling those services to be delivered.”
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RIO TINTO
News in October:
Mining corporation Rio Tinto PLC signed a global outsourcing deal with IBM to
manage its back-office functions.
The contract is expected to run for up to ten years, and is worth an estimated
$100m. Work has already begun transitioning finance and accounting,
information technology and other processes to IBM’s global teams, with most
of the English language work to be conducted from IBM’s Indian offices.
Rio’s move to outsource its support functions such as HR, finance IT and
procurement come as a result of pressure to reduce costs across its global
operations. Last year, the company’s former chief executive Tom Albanese
announced that Rio would be cutting $5bn from its mining operations in
response to weaker commodity prices.
“Like others in the mining industry, Rio Tinto is facing the challenge of
increasing costs. We are actively seeking ways to reduce costs and improve
productivity across the company,” the spokesman said.
“Our core business is mining and it makes sense to partner with other
companies for back office and transactional work. We are working with our
partners to find opportunities to reduce our costs in support functions like HR,
finance, IT and procurement across Rio Tinto’s global operations.”
SOURCE:

SSO Week 2014 Speaker Alert!
Get an update from Sanjay Patel, Rio Tinto’s Head of Finance Shared
Services.

S}
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SSON
Ok, yes we’re giving ourselves a bit of a shout out here but it’s been a big year
and our website has had an exciting new revamp. We have editors around the
globe who contribute a huge pool of exclusive content to help with all your
business transformation needs. The SSON network has grown to over 65,000
members. So, if you haven’t yet, take a look at www.SSONetwork.com.
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TELSTRA
Telstra faced some heat this year for cutting local jobs whilst continuing to
look towards outsourcing. Telstra CEO David Thodey explained during the
company’s AGM in October that 40 per cent of customer transactions were
completed online in 2013, compared with 30 per cent in 2012.
“This means our contact centre work is declining quickly and will continue to
do so” he said.
Telstra have proposed that parts of their operations workforce will reduce by
around 1100 jobs by June next year, but they claim to have added jobs to other
areas of the business.
SOURCE:

As more customers are moving online, some interesting customer service
statistics emerged from Forrester:
1. 42% of service agents are unable to efficiently resolve customer issues
due to disconnected systems, archaic user interfaces, and multiple 		
applications.
2. 45% of US consumers will abandon an online transaction if their questions
or concerns are not addressed quickly.

U}

UNIONS
It’s been a busy year for many unions across Australia and there has been a lot
of coverage of it. Business Transformation can be hugely disruptive and impact
the lives of thousands of employees, many of whom may have worked for an
organisation (without facing change) for years. Unions play an important role
in challenging decisions where there’s a possibility the workforce may not be
being treated fairly.
April saw one of the biggest union cases reported when the Queensland
Government was accused of using deceitful language to hide the fact it plans
to privatise assets. Queensland unions said the government used tricky words
such as “contestability” and “outsourcing” of health, transport and other
major services instead of privatisation.
SOURCE:
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VICTORIA
It would be impossible to talk about what’s happened in the news this
year without discussing at least one case of leaked documents. In May,
IT Outsourcing in Victoria was hot in the press – was it time for the axe?
The document was a presentation that CenITex Chief Executive Michael
Vanderheide was reported to have delivered to staff about how the company
was undergoing a significant shift in its mission, from being a pure provider
of IT services to a number of Victorian Government agencies, to becoming a
broker of third-party services.
In September, just months after the plans leaked to the media, the Victorian
Government went to market for IT outsourcing partners to replace large
chunks of the service delivery functionality currently provided by its extremely
troubled IT shared services agency CenITex.
Dramatic internal documents leaked from CenITex in May revealed that the
Victorian State Government planned to turn the IT shared services agency into
a ‘broker’, rather than a provider of services, and that the Government was
considering outsourcing massive chunks of CenITex’s work.
SOURCE:

W}

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
In August, it was revealed that the WA Government is set to pay $370m to
scrap Shared Services Western Australia. The WA Government released its
2013-14 budget and revealed it had spent $258 million since it made the
decision to scrap Shared Services in 2011. It estimated a further $95 million
would be spent this financial year, with an additional approximate $5.9 million
each year until 2017.
Shared services across Western Australia were initially introduced in the
state in 2005 and were estimated to provide savings of $56.6 million each
year through the consolidation and standardisation of back office functions,
including finance, human resources, payroll and procurement across the
whole-of-government.
Last year the government decided to decommission shared services following
an enquiry by the Economic Regulation Authority.
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XPERTS
Ok, so perhaps this one is a little bit of a cheat, but it was time to get a bit
creative as X a bit of a tough one!
So what are ‘Xperts’? They’re the people who can help your shared services
and outsourcing journey be a success. Luckily, we know a lot of them.
As we’ve seen, there’s been a lot happening in Shared Services and
Outsourcing, and there are still a few mistakes being made. Here at SSON, we
spoke to our network of ‘xperts’ to compile a list of the top 10 mistakes when
implementing shared services.
Avoid these and you’re on your way to success…
1. Not measuring costs or service levels before a move to shared services
2. Not documenting processes and work streams pre-implementation
3. Not appointing a full-time head honcho early in the process
4. Not focusing sufficiently on the transition period
5. Not having a robust project plan clarifying employee resources
6. Fighting the battles of yesterday, not those of tomorrow
7. Becoming bogged down standardising technology and processes pre-		
implementation
8. Believing that “it’s already a centralised process: there’s nothing we should do”
9. Having no, or inadequate, risk management or monitoring
10. Omitting the “make versus buy” equation
We’re bringing together our panel of Xperts for you to meet during SSO Week,
which will feature presentations from 60 top professionals in the industry.
This year we’ve also broken the event down into streams to ensure you hear
from Xperts that can help with specific challenges. Choose from Planning
and Launching, Procurement Transformation, HR Transformation, Customer
Service Transformation and Finance Transformation.
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YARRA VALLEY WATER
There have been some new additions to the trophy cabinet at Yarra Valley
Water following a nine month insourcing project.
Since breaking off from Melbourne Water in 1995, Yarra Valley Water
outsourced its IT to MITS, Logica and, since 2005, Fujitsu.
With Yarra Valley Water relying increasingly on IT for business and customerfacing systems, IT service provision was brought in-house to have a more
flexible service.
Yarra Valley Water hired 35 new IT staff, of whom a number were former
Fujitsu employees, bringing their Business Technology Services permanent
headcount to 60.
In February, the in-sourcing project saw chief information officer Leigh Berrell
win the title of Utilities CIO of the Year.
The project cost $700,000 and Berrell said Yarra Valley Water was on track to
shave 10 per cent off its annual IT budget (shaving $2 million off its annual
expenditure) with savings split “fairly evenly” across operational and capital
expenditure.
SOURCE:

Z}

Z…
And this is where I hit a brick wall in putting this A-Z together! So I’m asking
for your help… What’s the Z of 2013? Let me know your answers in the SSON
LinkedIn Group or email enquire@iqpc.com.au. Here are a few of the
suggestions so far:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Zen, work-life balance and employee wellbeing in SSCs
Zillions of changes in.....
Zillions of projects!
Zzzz – for some boring issues
Zigzag – for some issues that take so looong to be decided
Zinger – for all the new compliance requirements
Zap – get rid of extra steps and manual processes

Thanks to all the contributors for your creative ‘Z’ ideas!

11-13 June 2014
Pullman Melbourne Albert Park, Melbourne, VIC

Join us at Australasia’s largest gathering of SSO professionals,
to explore the 2014 theme of ‘Delivering True Customer Value’
www.sharedservicesweek.com.au
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